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ABSTRAKT 
 Tato diplomová práce se zabývá strategickým rozvojem konkurenceschopnosti podniku 
působící v outdoorovém byznysu. Cílem práce je provést celkovou analýzu Recreational 
Equipment, Inc. V úvodní části bude vymezen teoretický základ strategické analýzy s využitím 
odborné literatury, který bude aplikován v praktické části na konkrétní podnik. Za použití metod 
pro analýzu vnČjšího a vnitĜního prostĜedí, PEST analýza a Porterova modelu pČti sil, budou 
zjištČny faktory, které mají vliv na konkurenceschopnost podniku. Tato zjištČní vyústí ve SWOT 
analýzu, ze které vzejdou strategická doporučení pro top management podniku. 
 
ABSTRACT 
 This diploma thesis concerns strategic development of competitiveness of a firm in retail 
outdoor industry. The aim is to perform complete analysis of Recreational Equipment, Inc. The 
definition of theoretical basis will be set, which then will be applied to the specified company. 
Using the methods for internal and external analysis ĚPEST analysis, Porter’s five forces analysisě, 
the current strategy of the company will be analysed. These findings will lead to SWOT analysis 
which then will lead to conclusion and recommendation to top management. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In last few decades, the strategic management has been evolving along with society, 
business environment, and the speed of process powered by technological development. 
In order to be successful, it is mandatory requirement to know own company to the detail. 
For managers, it is crucial to know where company’s strengths are, and where it has its 
weaknesses, so managers can react accordingly to the market development. Also, 
knowing your competitors is a valuable asset. In this thesis, I will concentrate on Strategic 
analysis which assesses these issues.  
I have picked to analyse the strategy of the Recreational Equipment Incorporated and 
its validity to enter the Czech outdoor market. REI has already tried to go abroad, but in 
about a year REI had to withdraw all business from the Japan market since it was not 
generating any profits.  
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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND GOALS OF THE WORK 
 
THESIS’S GOAL 
The main goal of this work is to critically evaluate Recreational Equipment 
Incorporated (REI)’s strategy using internal and external analyses and to suggest a 
strategy for REI in retail outdoor business in the Czech Republic. For this goal I have 
chosen to answer this question:  
“Does REI has at least one competitive advantage over its competitors in Czech 
Republic? If so, is it sustainable?“ 
By answering this question I can determine if the expansion of REI into Czech 
market is reasonable and valid. 
 
METHODOLOGY  
The work is divided into three parts: theoretical part, practical part, and conclusion. 
The theoretical part focuses on the fundamentals and impacts of strategic management in 
a company. The theoretical part is further dived into internal and external analyses. 
Components of an internal analysis are Porter’s value chain analysis, activities in the 
value chain, types of competitive strategy, marketing 4C concepts, and financial analysis. 
The external part examines two analyses, the PEST analysis and Porter’s competitive five 
forces, concluded with theoretical basis of SWOT analysis. 
The practical part analyses REI’s internal structure, value chain, current strategy, and 
financial stability. The PEST analysis and Porter’s competitive five forces analyses are 
performed in respect to Czech Republic which is experiencing market growth over the 
years. Combining all of these analysis the SWOT analysis will be performed, showing 
the company’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. After SWOT, proposals 
and recommendations are suggested ending with a conclusion summarizing whole thesis.. 
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THEORETICAL PART 
1 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 
In today’s world where competition is present in almost every part of a business, a 
company has to develop strategic management in order to tackle down all possible 
occurrences in a dynamic environment. Strategic management is responsible for 
minimalizing uncertainty by creating viable strategy which defines long-term aim of a 
company, coordinating all of a firm’s actions, and securing that everything happens for a 
reason, instead of randomly. 
 
1.1 Formulation of Strategy 
Strategy has various definitions and meanings. For a long-term sustainable 
competitive strategy, it is necessary to continually analyse data from inner and outer 
environments surrounding the company. Further, the analysed data have to go through 
examination and evaluation, which then lead to implementation of the strategy. (7) 
According to Zich, a strategy has these key attributes: 
- Strategy is connected with long-term operation of a firm 
- Strategy should closely tighten up with reaching concrete goals 
- Strategy has to be associated with developing competitiveness 
A company is able to develop successful competitive strategy if the objectives are set 
correctly through strategic assessment. Strategic assessment involves crafting a vision 
and mission statement, which reflect the company’s long-term direction. 
 
1.2 Vision statement 
Vision stands with mission on the beginning of the strategic process. (3) Vision is 
a long-term goal which company strives for. (7) According to Scott, Jaffe, and Tobe 
(1993) vision has these qualities: 
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- It motivates 
- It is clear and concrete 
- It is achievable 
- It is easy to communicate 
 
1.3 Mission statement 
Mission is a framework that defines means of how a company will achieve its 
vision. Mission is a statement which explains the existence and values of a company. 
Further, it describes how a strategy fulfils interests of an owner, its environment, and 
internal factors. (7) 
 
1.4 Three Dimensional View 
Any goal set by a company can be viewed through three dimensions – 3D. (7) 
 Economical – owner’s objectives 
 External dimension – goals defined towards external groups 
 Internal dimension – goals defined towards internal groups 
As Zich (2012) explains, it is crucial to find a balance among these three dimensions 
in order to face a competitive market successfully. Yet Zich (2012) also argues that is 
practically impossible to give each dimension the same magnitude and scope. Since a 
common main goal of any company is to increase growth or profit, the economical 
dimension overshadows the other two dimensions creating an unbalanced situation. The 
primary goal of a company should not be handling these three dimensions with the same 
importance, but rather to prioritize one dimension and adjust the other ones in a way that 
reflect the company’s main goal.  
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1.5 Strategic goals - SMART concept 
From vision and mission a company should determine its strategic goals and 
objectives. Strategic goal may  be defined as a state desired by a company, which will be 
achieved in the future and can be measured by specific tools. It is important to note that 
a company should not have used only one tool, since it could lead to dazzling the 
outcomes. For example, focus on cost of goods sold (COGS) can lead to minimizing the 
cost of sales, but in the  long run it might lead to a decrease in sales. Since COGS is 
directly associated with product or service, ignoring other costs (i.e. administration costs, 
rent, taxes) might lead to decrease in effectiveness.  
To set the right goals, a company should use SMART concept (specific, measurable, 
attainable, realistic, and time-framed). Each word symbolizes an attribute that a goal 
should carry out. As Zich (year 2012) argues, a SMART concept should not be perceived 
as a law but more as a guide, which should help answer questions that each word brings. 
 
- Specific – define the goal as much as possible with questions: WHO, WHAT, 
WHERE, WHEN, WHY, WHICH, HOW. Do we understand our goal? What 
do we want to achieve? What segmen we want to penetrate?  
 
- Measurable – tracking progress is crucial to reflect on how and if a company 
has been accomplishing its goals. Are we getting close to or off of our target? 
How big of market share are we are able to capture? 
 
- Attainable – the goal has to be reasonable -- it cannot be out of company’s 
reach or below standard performance. Are we able to surpass our goal? Is our 
goal acceptable by all parties involved? 
 
- Realistic – is the goal worth the company’s time? How demanding is our goal? 
It has to be WORTHWHILE.   
 
- Time framed – setting a time frame for a goal creates a sense of urgency. Is 
our goal trackable? Do we know when we will reach our goal? 
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-  
A company has to be able to analyse the SMART concept; if not, the indicator has to 
be changed or it has to be rephrased. Another limitation of this concept is the  value that 
it brings to the company. If the analysis is more expensive than the value  added, it should 
not be undertaken. 
 
1.6 The three basic types of management 
Management covers a wide range of activities that secure efficiency and effectiveness 
of a company. There are three basic types of management levels: strategic, tactical, and 
operational. Each management level consists of a combination of managerial skills 
(planning, organizational skills, leadership, and control), but in each level the requirement 
of emphasised mix of abilities is different. Important to note that the managerial skills, 
also known as know-how, are individual skills of each manager, and can only be obtained 
through work experience. 
 
1.6.1 Strategic management 
A focus of strategic management lies on determination of appropriate goals and 
objectives that a  company should pursue in according to its internal strengths and 
weaknesses as well as external threats and opportunities. Performed by top management, 
strategic management provides overall direction of a company and remains  long-term 
oriented (three to five years). Objectives of strategic management can be but are not 
limited to: 
- Developing long-term strategies for growth 
- Improving productivity and profitability 
- Boosting return on investments 
- Improving customer service 
- Finding ways to give back to the community in which the company operates 
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1.6.2 Tactical management 
Middle management carries out tactical management. The main difference is the 
ambiguity of the tasks performed. The tasks are more detailed and have less scope than 
in strategic management. This level of management is concern with planning and control 
of single company’s functions such as HR, marketing, production, and finance. In 
addition, the tasks’ period of tactical management is shorter than in strategic management, 
usually only lasting around one year.  
 
1.6.3 Operational management  
The goal of an operational management is to perform day-to-day tasks. The main 
goal is to secure resources to ensure tasks are carried out efficiently and effectively. 
Operational management, often referred to as team-leaders, is responsible for instructing, 
training, and controlling their workers. Team-leaders are responsible for providing the 
material, tools, and other components for production and that the tasks of their workers 
are performed in particular time. 
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2 STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 
Strategic analysis is closely connected with previous sections where strategic 
management was introduced. For companies that apply strategic management, strategic 
analysis is a great tool in how to discover new potential opportunities and secure position 
in the market place. The strategic analysis has two parts, the internal analysis and external 
analysis. Both analyses can help find out where the company’s competitive advantage is. 
In today’s world comprised of higher demands for business it is important to constantly 
innovate and try to be better than competition, otherwise, someone else will take 
company’s place in the market. 
 
2.1 Internal Analysis 
This analysis comes from the internal areas of a company. All of the areas the 
company has have under control, and through handling its strengths and reducing its 
weaknesses, a company can achieve competitive advantage. In order to achieve this state, 
a company has to be aware of its strengths and weaknesses.  
 
2.1.1 Porter’s value chain 
How does company create value? Manufacturing companies create value through 
production, andretail companies through services they provide. These two statements are 
true, partially. Each company has some kind of value chain where the value is created, 
but it is not based only on a single product or service. Value chain is a set of activities 
that generate value for a consumer. 
For a better understanding of competitive advantage, a company’s business activities 
have to be separated. The primary purpose of a business activity is making profit; this  
includes activities like operations, marketing, production and administration. In order to 
find out the source of competitive advantage, an analysis of those activities and their 
relations to one another have to be performed. The Porter’s value chain is a great tool to 
perform the analysis. 
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Porter’s value chain can take apart business activities and determine if the activities 
are performed better and cheaper; therefore, find out if a company has a competitive 
advantage. The value chains are different based on industry a company operates in.  
 
Picture 1. Porter’s value chain 
 
Source: Porter, 1993 (2) 
From a competitive standpoint, value is a price that consumers are willing to pay for 
a certain product or service. A value to a company is measured by in what price a product 
or service is being sold minus the cost of creating that value. If the value is positive, a 
company is making profit. If the value is negative, a company should reconsider its value 
chain. The first option is to rise price of that product or service, but this is not always 
possible. If a company operates in industry where consumer is price sensitive, this option 
is futile since consumers would simply switch to competitors. The second option is to 
decrease the cost of creating that value. The third option is to make its value chain more 
effective in attaining the consumers. 
Value Created – Cost of Creating Value = Margin 
The value added activities can be divided into two sections, primary and secondary. 
The primary activities engage in creating, selling, delivery and service. The secondary 
activities secure input resources, technological development, and human resources. 
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Primary activities 
- Inbound logistics – activities connected with receiving, stocking, and 
distributing inputs (manipulation with material, stock check, planning 
transportation) 
- Operations – process of finalization of final good (assembly, packaging) 
- Outbound logistic – storage of final goods (distribution, order processing) 
- Marketing and sales – actual sales and advertising (commercials, preliminary 
orders, selection of distribution channels, price determination) 
- Services – activities that either increase or maintain value of goods 
(installation, repairs, customer service) 
 
Support activities 
Support activities can be divided into four generic areas, which are also shown on 
the picture. These activities, just like primary activities can be separated into value added 
activities, which are specific for different industry. 
- Procurement – resource management, all of resources used to successfully 
operate (vendor price negotiation) 
- Technology Development – know-how, maintaining technological 
advancements putted into production machines 
- Human Resource Management – recruiting, hiring, training, and other 
development, how well a company manages its workforce has effect on 
competitive advantage 
- Firm Infrastructure – functions that allow business to do daily operations 
(management, planning, administration, financing, quality management) 
 
2.1.2 Types of activities 
Inside each category of primary and support activities are three types of sub activity 
which plays different role in competitive advantage. 
- Direct activities – these activities create value on their own (making sales 
calls, advertising, product design) 
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- Indirect activities – activities that endorse direct activities to run smoothly 
(administration, time-tables) 
- Quality assurance – meeting quality standards in both direct and indirect 
activities (monitoring, controlling, revision)  
 
2.1.3 Value for a consumer and competitiveness 
As already mentioned in previous section, the goal of a company should be creating 
that kind of product or service that valuable for a consumer and at the same time brings 
value to the company. The catch here is that a consumer must be willing to pay the 
mutually accepted market price. By mutually accepted price is meant a price, which is 
acceptable by both consumer and seller. 
From consumer’s perspective, willingness to pay market price of a certain product or 
service has two conditions. First, product or service must bring a value to the consumer. 
Second, the limitation of market price amount is consumer’s purchasing power, in order 
words size of his or her wallet. 
From seller’s perspective, the market price has also two conditions that need to be 
matched. First, the market price has to pay the cost of creating product or service. Second, 
the market price has to generate adequate profit for that company. 
From these two perspectives, a conclusion can be drawn where the prerequisite of a 
successful competitive advantage is to achieve optimal consumer satisfaction with a 
product or service. The ultimate goal is to produce satisfactory value for a consumer while 
keeping the cost at the lowest possible, in other words maximizing value for a consumer. 
Maximizing value for a consumer is the essence, which creates competitive 
advantage and therefore competitiveness of products and services. It means when a 
company pursues in maximizing consumer value it is at the same time pursuing the 
increase of competitive advantage. A consumer will search only products and services 
that bring the maximal value to the consumer, and alongside it will bring desired maximal 
profits to he company. (6) 
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2.1.4 Measurement of consumer value added relationship 
As Vlcek argued in previous section, the basic goal of a company should be 
maximizing consumer value. Storbacka and Lehtinen add to this concept the 
measurement of the consumer relationship with a company. This relationship can be very 
valuable to a company from different perspectives. There few tools we can measure a 
valuable relationship, profitability of relationship, relationship length, ability and 
knowledge values, reference value, potential value (4). 
 
Profitability of relationship 
The profitability of a relationship is determined by profits generated by that 
relationship minus the cost of managing it equals profitability. Usually the time frame of 
measurement is a year. Profitability in this case is absolute value not relative value. Since 
if a relationship is more profitable than others, it has positive impacts on company’s cash 
flows. Also, the amount of resources, which were used into creating that relationship, 
have to be taken into account to calculate the profitability correctly. Important to note that 
a company should not forgone a relationship that is not profitable based on one-year 
values. If a relationship is not profitable this year, it might be profitable next year or in 
the future.  
 
Relationship length 
The length of a relationship is influenced by three variables. First, the continuum of 
a relationship along with profitability represent a starting point for calculation of the 
relationship life span. Second, a relationship that lasted for quite some time has a firm 
base thanks to the bonds that were established along the way. Third, if a relationship has 
long-term lasting it is suggested that a company should develop this kind of relationship.  
 
Ability and knowledge values 
Complicated customers are those that which cause lot of time of a company, usually 
they are very valuable to the company because they bring lot of skills and knowledge, 
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which a company lacks of. Those customers “force” companies to develop new sets of 
skills and knowledge; therefore, evolving the company. Some of the customers are not 
valuable from the profitability perspective, nevertheless, they still can bring valuable 
experience and skills to the company 
 
Reference Value 
A customer usually has a reference value in the market. A value with a consumer can 
be also evaluated through how many contacts or potential other business can be obtain 
through him or her. Loyal customers are the most valuable, for they can contribute to the 
creation of new relationships, they are ready to reference company when the opportunity 
arises. The reference value is gaining stronger position in economic and social world.  
 The reference value was always recognized in the marketing, but today the 
importance of reference has grown from customer perspective. Customers will believe in 
information given by other customers rather than blindly listening to information given 
by a company. 
 
Potential Value 
Determining the potential value with a customer, a company can concentrate its 
resources into vision of assumed returns. The focus should be put into developing current 
relationships rather than acquiring new ones. As already mentioned a non-profitable 
customer can represent a potential profitable value for a company. In order to assess the 
relationship correctly, the management of that relationship has to secure that cost of 
managing that relationship are growing slower than value added to the company. If a 
company persuades a customer to solely buy from it, the potential arises 
 
2.1.5 Types of competitive advantage strategies 
The competitiveness is a core stone of a company in competitive environment. In 
order to achieve competitiveness, a company has to develop a competitive advantage 
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strategy. As Porter emphasises a strategy that suggest a behaviour: “we are here for 
everybody” is most likely highway to average and below average performance.  
According to Porter, there are three types of competitive advantage generic 
strategies: cost leadership, differentiation, and focus strategy (focus on cost-leadership, 
focus on differentiation). With unique approach, each of this generic strategy can lead to 
desirable competitive advantage.  
 
Cost leadership 
Cost leadership strategy takes place when a company is able to produce a product 
with the lowest cost across the industry. The strategic value depends on sustainability of 
that strategy. The strategy is viable if it is too difficult for competitors to copy or adjust 
their procedures accordingly. 
Porter also points out that a company cannot completely forgone the differentiation 
concept. In relation with company’s competitors, it has to provide a product that is parable 
to competitor’s offerings, otherwise buyers would switch to the competition since the 
product does not satisfy their wants and needs. 
 
Differentiation 
The key tool in differentiation strategy is to offer a product or service that is unique 
or somewhat different in that industry. Since that unique feature is not available anywhere 
in that industry, it might increase desirability for that feature. The desirable situation is 
where a consumer is willing to pay a premium price for that uniqueness.  
- Properties of product 
- Customer service 
- Technology  
- Skilled workforce 
- Quality of product 
- Brand image 
As already mentioned in cost leadership strategy, it is important that competitors are 
not able to imitate that feature. If the feature is easily copied, the company that came up 
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with that feature would lose its competitive strategy. The recent example can be China’s 
automotive industry Ěas well as any other china’s industryě, where carmakers have no 
obstruction in copping cars of other successful brands. 
 
Focus strategy 
The last strategy Porter mentions is a focus strategy. The goal of this strategy is to 
concentrate on a narrow segment instead of covering all of the segments of an industry. 
Using this strategy a company is able to penetrate specific segment gaining valuable 
information about its consumers. A company is able to identify its target market and better 
understands consumers’ wants and needs. On the base of the information gained, a 
company decides whether to take strategy focused on cost leadership or focused on 
differentiation.  
 
2.1.6 Marketing mix – 4C concept 
Market mix consists of marketing tools, which a company uses to adjust its offerings 
in target markets. It covers all of company’s activities that affect demand for its product. 
The four C concept is more consumer-oriented alternation than the original four P 
classification  
 
- Consumer – In four P, this concept referred to “Product” where a product can 
be view as “product that satisfies consumer demands. A product can be 
tangible or intangible. It includes items, services, people, and organizations.” 
But in four C, it is more consumer focused, where marketers should study the 
consumer to understand their wants and needs. 
 
- Cost –is not only the amount of money the certain product costs, but also 
consumer’s time acquiring that product.  
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- Communication – methods of communication used to provide information to 
targeted groups of consumers. Rather than just advertising or sales promoting, 
the aim is to create effective communication between buyer and seller based 
on consumer values. 
 
- Convenience – also called distribution or place, refers to a place where a 
product is distributed to consumers. With development of Internet, the “Place” 
is becoming less relevant. 
 
Effective marketing mix is a combination of those four concepts mentioned above, 
which create maximal value for a consumer and at the same time create maximal value 
for a company. 
 
2.1.7 Financial analysis 
Financial analysis refers to using financial data to make business and investment 
decisions. In business, managers use financial analysis to run a company more efficiently, 
therefore more profitably. From the investment perspective, financial analysis is used to 
determine the best investment for particular investor. Each investor has different needs 
and criteria, but each wants to minimize risk.  
In order to successfully analyse company’s financial stability or “healthiness”, more 
than one ratio has to be calculated.  
 
Profitability ratios 
Provide an insight to the degree of financial success in terms of generating profit.  
- Gross profit margin: Gross margin / sales – It shows the percentage of a gross 
margin generated by sales. 
- Return on equity (ROE): net profit / equity – This ratio measures a company’s 
profit generated by shareholders have invested. 
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- Return on capital employed (ROCE) operating profit /(equity + non current 
liabilities) – It shows a performance how an enterprise is able to utilise its 
capital in respect to profit (profit before tax). 
Efficiency ratios 
Measure the efficiency with which particular resources have been used within 
business.  
- Receivable days: accounts receivable / credit sales – This ratio shows how 
quickly are receivables collected from consumers 
- Inventory days: average inventory held / cost of sales – This ratio reveals how 
quickly are goods being sold. 
- Payable days: accounts payables / cost of sales  - This ratio represents how are 
payables being settled   
- Sales to Capital Employed – sales / capital employed – This ratio shows how 
effectively are the assets of a business being utilised 
 
Liquidity ratios 
Examine the liquid resources held and amounts due for payments in the near future. 
This indicator shows company’s ability to pay off its short-term debts. It is calculated 
from current assets divided by current liabilities. It is recommended to have two thirds of 
a ratio. A higher value of this 
- Current ratio: current assets / current liabilities – This ratio answers a question 
how liquid is the business 
- Quick ratio current assets (excluding inventories) / current liabilities – This 
ratio suggest company’s ability to meet liability in cash (or the most liquid 
assets) 
 
Gearing ratios 
Assess the degree of financial risk associated with a business; the extent of borrowing 
used by a company.  
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- Debt Ratio: Total Debt / Total Assets – It measures company’s financial 
leverage. It is the proportion of a company’s assets that are financed by debt. 
- Debt – Equity Ratio (D/E): Total Liabilities / Shareholders Equity – It also 
measures company’s financial leverage. It indicates how much debt a 
company uses to finance it assets in respect to Equity. 
 
Limitations to financial ratios 
There are some limitations to financial ratios.  
- Quality of financial statements: forecasts, estimates, creative accounting and 
accounting convention   
- Inflation: Distortion resulting from inflation 
- Basis for comparison, Need to compare like with like. Differences with 
business models and accounting policies will add to the problem of 
comparisons. Difficult to benchmark comparator. No two firms are exactly 
the same, so difficult to make comparisons 
- Restricted vision of Ratios: Danger in overlying solely on ratios, thereby 
losing sight of information contained within financial statements. Ratios only 
provide a measure of relative performance and position, and therefore only 
part of the picture. 
- Balance Sheet Ratio: Only a snap shot at any one time, therefore certain 
ratios like liquidity may not be representative of the true financial position. 
For example the emergency working capital demands of business during the 
credit crunch and recession would not be reflected in ratios in balance sheets 
due to immediate business risk effects. 
- Based on historical data 
- Non-quantitative information must also be considered, e.g. the quality of 
management, the skills of the workforce 
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2.2 External Analysis 
In external analysis I will dived company’s environment into two sections, macro 
environment and microenvironment. In macro environment are factors which cannot be 
influenced by a company, but a company is affected by them. Those factors are political, 
economic, social and technological aspects like political stability, taxes, inflation, 
population demographics, cultural differences, labour laws etc. PEST analysis addresses 
these factors. 
In microenvironment, the analysis concentrate on industry, which a company 
operates in. Factors that play role in microenvironment are customers, suppliers, 
competitors, potential threats of new entry, and substitution. For this analysis, I will use 
Porter’s five forces model. 
Picture 2. Company’s market environment 
Source: Author, according to Mallya, 2007 (1) 
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2.2.1 PEST analysis 
Name of this analysis come from the first letters of sectors that this analysis engages 
in. The sectors are Political, Economical, Social, and Technological. There are other 
variations of this analysis SLEPT, PESTEL, or PESTLE depending on how the analysis 
is used. The goal of this analysis is to describe the outer environment of a company, which 
has great impact on company itself and strategic management’s decisions. The outer 
environment, also called macroeconomic environment, which cannot be or can be very 
little influenced by the company’s actions. 
 
Political factors 
In this section may arise many opportunities, but also equal amount of threats for a 
company. The good example of this is a membership in the EU, WTO, APEC or in any 
other international organization. The membership brings lot of business opportunities, but 
also lot of restrictions (i.e. laws, regulations). This section also includes domestic political 
stability, tax laws, protection of the environment, labour laws and lot of others, which are 
set by a state that creates rules for business. Each company is affected by these regulations 
individually, depending on what area of business its operating in and how much the sector 
is regulated. 
 
Economical factors 
Four basic economic factors are economic growth, interest rate, exchange rate, and 
inflation rate. These four factors are macroeconomic factors. 
 
- Economic growth: Economic growth is connected with consumption. The 
relationship between those two variables is positive correlated1. A prediction 
of economic growth is made by central bank of that certain country. A tool 
                                                 
1
 Positive correlation – is relationship between two variables such that their values increase or decrease 
together 
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used to measure economic growth is gross domestic product (GDP), where 
GDP is simply compared with previous year 
 
- Interest rate: is a main indicator that affects capital operations of a company. 
It sets the rate of borrowing and rate of return on capital invested. 
 
- Exchange rate: From a business point of view this indicator is very important 
for firms operating abroad because it directly impacts firm’s competitiveness 
in foreign markets. 
 
- Inflation rate – Inflation rate can destabilize an economy to some extent. 
Inflation affects all mentioned factors above; therefore, it makes prediction of 
a project’s rate of return arduous and project itself uncertain. 
 
Social factors 
The social factors are mostly focused on inhabitants, specifically on the structure and 
attitudes. This includes people’s behaviour, culture, and values. The results can be divided 
between two basic areas. Inhabitants as consumers and inhabitants as potential workforce. 
Some of the factors that are measured: demographic curve, life expectancy, population 
density, family relationship, migration, education, mass media, traffic availability, 
conditions for recreation and use of leisure time 
 
Technological factors 
As in political factors, technological factors also represent large scale of 
opportunities and threats. One of the possible opportunities is to develop new 
technologies in time and gain competitive advantage. On the other hand, there might be 
lot of imitators present that will try to copy the technology.  
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2.2.2 Porter’s five forces 
This analysis is used to determine level of competitiveness in the industry, therefore 
its overall attractiveness. The analysis is concentrating on immediate environment of a 
company and it helps to define company’s position in the market. Porter’s analysis shows 
not only how an industry is competitive, but also shows potential threats and 
opportunities, which are located in immediate environment of a company. 
 
Picture 3: Porter’s five competitive forces model 
 
Source: Porter, 1993 (2) 
 
Threat of new entrants 
Markets, which are profitable, attract new firms. However, market attractiveness is 
not only determined by profitability, but also defined by entry and exit barriers. There are 
four possible combinations of these barriers.  
1. High entry barriers and low exit barriers – current firms are protected since only 
a few potential firms can enter the market. The market can be easily exited. 
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2. High entry barriers and high exit barriers – as in first case current firms are 
protected by high entry barriers. The market is difficult to exit since cost 
connected with leaving the market is very high.  
3. Low entry barriers and low exit barriers – firms and can conveniently enter and 
leave the market. The ease of entering and leaving the market decreases risk of 
high capital expenditure. 
4. Entry barriers low and exit barriers high – this combination is considered as the 
worst in achieving long term profitability since almost anyone can enter the 
market. 
 
Barriers to entry can be but are not limited to: 
- Patents, rights – considered as the biggest barriers to entry 
- Government policy 
- Capital requirements – it is important to have sufficient amount of capital in 
order to cover early expenses (machines purchases, stock, consumer 
marketing). 
- Brand equity 
- Economies of scale 
- Absolute cost 
- Access to distribution – companies in an industry have usually covered 
distribution channels well, so a newcomer has to  
 
Threat of substitute’s products or services 
Even though substitutes are not directly competing with certain products, they have 
great impact on prices in the industry and are usually considered as threats. If a price of 
an substitute2 decreases, demand for original product also decreases.  
 
According to Porter, threat from substitutions is a function of three factors: 
                                                 
2
 Substitute – a product or a service that satisfies same needs and wants of a consumer 
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- Relative value/price of substitute in comparison with a product in that certain 
industry 
- Switching costs to that substitute 
- Natural inclination of a consumer to switch to other product 
Porter argues that is possible to face the threat of substitutes, but not as one company 
standing alone. Porter further explains that if all companies in that particular industry join 
in industry level advertisement it might consolidate the industry as a whole and eliminate 
the threat of substitutes. 
 
Bargaining power of customers 
The consumers are trying to push prices down; they want better quality and services. 
Their bargaining power is stronger when they shop in greater quantity related to turnover 
of a company. On the other side if the production is based on quality, consumer bargaining 
power is decreasing and he or she is far less price sensitive. 
 
Bargaining power of suppliers 
Price is one of the main indicators that creates bargaining power of suppliers. Of 
course, it is not the only indicator, but it can be seen as the main one (other examples are: 
quality, punctuality of delivered goods). Supplier is in better position if a consumer (i.e. 
retailer) is dependent on supplier goods or if a supplier has a good that is not available 
anywhere else. This increases supplier’s bargain power. On the other hand, if a good is 
easily substitutable by other suppliers, it decreases the bargaining power. 
 
Intensity of competitive environment 
In the centre of Porter’s five forces model is intensity of competitive environment, 
which represents already established companies. If the intensity of a competitive 
environment is greater, the attractiveness of that industry is decreases and vice versa. The 
overall attractiveness is influenced by these factors: the number of strong competitors – 
if it is high number, the attractiveness is lower; the profitability gains – if an industry is 
experiencing high profit margins, the attractiveness increases.   
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2.3 SWOT Analysis 
The SWOT Analysis is a method of strategic analysis that integrates results of other 
internal and external analyses. The SWOT analysis an acronym of four words strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, threats. Strengths and weaknesses come from internal analysis 
of a company; opportunities and threats reflect the external environment. The analysis is 
used to create new alternative strategies, but it also can be used for other reasons – 
definition of vision, formulation of strategic goals, or identification of critical areas. (5) 
- Strengths – the advantages company has over its competitors 
- Weaknesses – the disadvantages company has in comparison with competition 
- Opportunities – external trends which create favourable opportunities 
- Threats – external trends that pose a threat to a company 
 
Picture 4. SWOT analysis 
 
Source: Author, according Tomek and Vavrova (5) 
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The possible strategies that come from SWOT analysis: 
- Growth strategy: uses the strengths of a company and opportunities at the 
market. 
- Diversification strategy: minimizes threats and maximizes strengths. 
- Turnaround strategy: maximizes opportunities and minimizes weaknesses 
- Defensive strategy: it is suggest to withdraw from the market 
 
The goal of SWOT analysis should not be just a list of factors, which affect a 
company. On foundation of these materials, it is important to create matrix that will direct 
the focus. The limitation of this analysis its subjectivity and stativity. 
 
2.4 Strategy of a company 
The goal of strategic analysis is to create a materials for managers to decide which 
direction a company should take; therefore decide which strategy would be the best fit 
for a company. Every strategic decision creates a structure and process of an organization. 
In next section, I will list types and qualities of strategies according to Tomek and 
Vavrova. 
 
2.4.1 Strategy oriented on customers 
The goal of strategies oriented on competition is to specify value added to consumers. 
The ultimate goal is to create a sustainable competitive strategy, which would lead to 
secured position in the market place. 
 
- Strategy of cooperation: A company does not have any competitive 
advantage, but it could be secured through licensing, franchising, joint venture 
etc.  
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- Conflict strategy: A gain of a market share based on innovative behaviour in 
respect to competition. This strategy can be achieve through direct “attack”, 
systematically disturbing market position of its competitors from lots of 
directions, or abuse weaknesses of its competitors. 
 
- Avoiding and adapting strategy: In first case scenario a company is facing 
innovative competitive environment; therefore, the company trying to acquire 
new market segments. In second scenario, the company is trying to secure it 
position in the market by synchronizing its behaviour with competition. 
 
2.4.2 Strategies oriented on social groups 
In todays world, the social responsibility has gained significance corresponding with 
the trend of consumers being more interest in areas like ecology, working conditions of 
workers in industrial countries, and health issues. This trend pressures companies to be 
socially responsible to its communities where they do their business in.  
 
- Passive strategy: the company is ignoring the problem (cannot last for long 
time) 
 
- Avoiding strategy: the company is manoeuvring around the problem (this 
strategy is also not sustainable strategy) 
 
- Adapting strategy: waiting for things to happen (which I will call a step-stone 
where a company will have to decide which of the two following strategies 
will pick or remain in status quo)  
 
- Withdrawal strategy: If a conflict with the public occurs, a company choses 
to withdraw from market. It leaves the competition to come up with innovative 
solutions to the problem. 
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- Innovation strategy: A company takes on innovative solution. A company 
faces the social requirements with innovative solution in advance. A company 
does not try to avoid the problem, but rather it offers a solution acceptable by 
social groups, which creates a significant competitive advantage. 
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PRACTICAL PART 
 
This part of work addresses the Recreational Equipment Incorporated (REI), an 
outdoor retail company located in United States of America (USA), and the potential 
viability of brand positioning in Czech Republic.  
 
3 COMPANY INTRODUCTION 
When people think about Pacific Northwest, they usually think of two industries, 
aerospace (Boeing) and software (Microsoft). However, REI illustrates the outdoor 
industry is just as dynamic and shares many of the same attributes: a young, well-educated 
workforce, the constant melding of new components and ideas into new products, 
consumer focused design, and sophisticated supply chain and distribution channels.  
The REI is a retail company that specializes in outdoor recreation gear, sporting 
goods, and clothing. REI was founded by 23 mountain climbing enthusiasts in 1938, 
Seattle, Washington State. REI is a leader in the outdoor retail business located in the 
USA with presence in 36 member states operating over 130 stores. The company takes 
pride on standing behind their products with 100 percent guarantee. The company 
developed its own line of high-quality gear and apparel for camping, climbing, cycling, 
fitness, hiking, paddling, snow sports and travel. In addition, REI sells products of more 
than 1,300 vendors (which 500 have HQ in the Northwestě enhancing REI’s range of 
products with more than 25,000 SKUs3 offered through its retail stores, rei.com, and rei-
outlet.com. (31) 
People in REI value the environment and are committed to “inspire, educate, and 
outfit their customers for lifetime outdoor adventure and stewardship.” They donate 
millions of dollars each year in order to protect and preserve the environment in the USA. 
They encourage other people and communities to take care of their surroundings by 
                                                 
3
 SKU: Stock keeping unit is a unique identification code stores and catalogues use to track their 
products and services (Investopedia). 
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sending teams of employees, members, and volunteers to clean up highways, pick up 
garbage from woods, etc. (31)  
 
3.1 Vision and mission 
As already mentioned in the previous section the REI’s vision and mission statement 
“We inspire, educate and outfit for a lifetime of outdoor adventure and stewardship.” This 
statement suggests REI’s true devotion to preserving the environment. 
 
3.2 Three dimensional view 
In this section, I will argue that REI has achieved the almost impossible 100 percent 
satisfaction across its three dimensions. It is due to the uniqueness of REI’s structure and 
approach in outdoor business. 
 
3.2.1 The co-op structure  
REI is nothing like any other outdoor company. It is not privately owned nor publicly 
traded company. REI is a consumer cooperative, which is a business structure that 
requires membership in order to access the goods and services. For only twenty dollars 
one can become a lifetime member of REI’s co-op. The membership comes along with 
one right to vote in election of the REI’s Board of Directors and entitlement to a portion 
of the company profits based on percentage of one’s purchases. This is type of a unique 
relationship where a stakeholder (consumer) becomes a shareholder and it also applies 
the other way around. (32) 
 
Pros of Co-op 
REI is coop-based company, meaning it is owned by its members. Each active 
member has a right to one vote in election of the Company’s Board of Director. An active 
member is a member who either joined the current calendar year or current member who 
have spent at least $10 or more on goods and services in the previous calendar year. 
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Membership fee is $20. Membership is non-refundable and non-transferable. As of 
December 28, 2014, there were 5.8 million active members. In addition, each member is 
entitled to annual refund.  
The membership transfers power to consumers to control over the company as whole. 
This unique business structure allows managers to be “in-touch” with their member base 
giving them reliable data and information of their members’ preferences. It is important 
to note that even though one is not a member of REI co-op one can still shop in REI, 
which is unique since other co-op based companies i.e. COSTCO will not even let 
someone in without a membership card. Further, this co-op strategy has another 
dimension. REI’s Members gain sense of being part/owning the company, increasing 
their interest in the company’s doing and well-being. (Appendix A) 
Along with unique membership opportunities, REI contains unique dedication in 
acting upon advocacy for the outdoors. Countless companies propose the notion of 
protecting and preserving the environment, but fail to act upon their words, and if they 
do, it is not usually to sufficient effort. (14) REI remains a truly dedicated company, 
which strives to conserve wildlife. REI is ranked 8th in green power usage in whole retail 
industry in the USA (14). This ranking shows REI honest commitment to reduce the 
carbon footprint and conserve the environment for future generations.  
 
Cons of co-op 
As any business structure, co-op has its downfalls. A good example can be drawn on 
decision-making at the corporate level. Since any change has to be approved by the  
member base, one can argue that it is quite slow of a process. Another issue is capital-
raising activity. If REI would be a publicly traded company it could just issue more stocks 
in order to finance a project, but in this case, it has to wait for more members to join the 
co-op. Further, it has to create a report which is comparable to SEC fillings4, which is 
time consuming and costly.   
                                                 
4
 SEC filling – financial statement or other formal document submitted to the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC). 
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3.2.2 Employees 
REI has one the lowest employee turnover in retail business – 31 percent where the 
average in the industry is about 50 percent (33). REI invest heavily in their employees, 
including training, compensation packages, and other benefits that are highly competitive 
in retail industry. REI realizes that keeping skilled workers is the key in their success (30). 
In addition, REI has been placed on Fortune’s 100 Best Companies to Work For® for 17 
years now (31ě. REI is currently ranked 6ř; reports are based on employees’ overall 
satisfaction. 
Picture 5. Employee ratings 
 
Source: http://us.greatrated.com/recreational-equipment-inc 
- Study based on 1005 employee surveys. 
 
Great challenges: how much responsibility each employee has; possibility of future 
career development. 
Great atmosphere: atmosphere at the workplace; formal/informal place. 
Great rewards: workload/vacation time balance; employment package. 
Great pride: impacts of people outside of the organization; company spirit. 
Great communication: managers’ willingness to listen to employees. 
Great bosses: leadership skills of managers. 
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REI also offers employee benefits for its full-time and part-time workers. Important 
to note that is not common practise of many companies across the outdoor industry. 
- A retirement plan that does not require individual contributions 
- Health care benefits for all of employees 
- Gear discounts – 30 percent on all of products and 50 percent on REI brand 
products. Also, rentals are for free 
- Encouragement of work/life balance 
- Outdoor-focused culture that encourages activity as an extension of REI’s 
business 
- Open communication and opportunity for career growth 
- Gear grants to take on personal challenges 
- Community involvement and support for outdoor-focused and non-profit 
organizations  
 
3.3 Summary of 3D model 
Findings from the section suggests that REI has achieved maximal possible 
satisfaction across all of its three dimensions. These three dimensions are usually hard to 
handle since each dimension wants completely something different, and in lot of cases, it 
the exact opposite than the other groups. Through common goal, stewardship, REI has 
achieved that these three dimensions are in harmony. 
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4 STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 
In this section, I will analyse the outer and inner environment, which surrounds the 
REI. I will start with internal analysis addressing REI’s vale chain analysis and financial 
analysis. Then, I will continue with external analysis where PEST analysis and Porter’s 
five competitive forces will be defined. The strategic analysis will be concluded with 
SWOT analysis and its outcomes. 
 
4.1 Internal Analysis 
4.1.1 REI’s value chain analysis  
REI is able to sell its products at premium price levels because it is differentiated 
from its competitors. The main differentiation is in quality of their products, product 
selection and complements, services, and excellent brand name promotion. 
 
4.1.1.1 Product 
From historical perspective, the REI was solely oriented on climbing-gear. Today, 
the company offers products that support any outdoor activity, which is out there. It is 
important to note that each REI’s store offers different range of products to correspond 
with outdoor activities which differs from region to region. This makes it easier for 
consumers to do a one-stop shopping. Instead of going to stores looking for pieces of 
equipment to do certain activity, REI offers sets gears in single REI store. 
 
4.1.1.2 Rentals of equipment 
The option of renting products allows consumers to try the desired activity before 
making large purchases. Through this service, REI not only is gaining a market share of 
consumers that will try an activity for one time, but also consumers that might come back 
for future purchases. This also endorses the one-stop shopping experience, which add 
value to a consumer. 
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4.1.1.3 Online shopping 
The online shopping experience has become a crucial asset to the business; digital 
sales in REI account for 23 percent of total sales, and 75 percent of consumers that have 
purchased an item in REI store visit the website beforehand. In the year 2015, the 
company is preparing redesign of their website, which will offer a completely new unique 
online experience that will remain unlike any other (27).  
Both sites REI.com and REI-OUTLET.com offer all items that are available in REI 
but not in single REI stores. A consumer has a choice to either have the product shipped 
or picking it up in closest REI store with no shipping fee. REI’s website is well arranged 
and easy to use (Appendix B). 
REI has experienced sales as early as 1995, making REI one of early movers to 
internet based sales. Since REI has both sites (rei.com and rei-outlet.com) available at 
rei.com, it is able to target wide range of consumers. First, it is able to maintain brand 
image and sell premium goods to current REI consumers as in stores. This satisfies needs 
of a consumer who is looking for the REI experience from the comfort of his couch. 
Second, the availability of REI-outlet is attracting consumers that are looking for cheaper 
prices. Since the REI stores cannot offer the outlet experience, the internet offers an 
opportunity to attract these consumers. 
 
4.1.1.4 REI Adventures 
REI offers variety of vacations to outdoor locations around the world (to all seven 
continents). REI organizes these adventures to safe their consumers’ time and effort that 
they would have to put into finding a destination and planning and organizing the trip. 
Some of these vacations are “carbon-neutral”, which underlines REI’s ecological 
attractiveness. 
 
4.1.1.5 Return Policy 
REI has a unique return policy where if a consumer is not satisfied with a product, 
he or she can return it for a full refund in a year from purchase. For REI’s outlet it is ř0 
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days. Such a policy is not common across the industry not even in other industries. Even 
though this policy used to be limitless (a good could have been refunded any time not 
limited when it was a good purchased), it still encourages consumers to shop freely giving 
them the opportunity coming back within a year and return the product. This policy 
changed in 2013 because REI experienced large amounts of abuses of this policy. As 
already mentioned, REI changed its return policy to 1 year for goods purchased in stores 
and on rei.com and to ř0 days for REI’s outlet, which is still generous policy (24). 
 
4.1.1.6 True commitment to stewardship  
Firstly, REI donates millions of dollars to conserve the environment. REI is 
committed to its members, customers, and employees are able to pursue the outdoor 
activities they enjoy. REI urges the accessibility of parks, trails, waterway, and other 
recreational areas. 
Secondly, REI is deeply committed to reduce its carbon footprint from its operations 
(Appendix C). Even though for some companies this action would be more than enough, 
REI does more. REI brings together all of its business partners: outdoor industry partners, 
vendors, non-profit and trade associations which share same interest – outdoor is a source 
of economic activity.  
Last but not least, in 2013, REI committed to only using bluesign® certified fabrics 
and processes by 2018 on its product lines (33ě. Bluesign® is a system solution that 
eliminates harmful substances throughout the textile production process. The process 
ensures product safety and sustainability requirements. Bluesign® concerns five criteria: 
resource productivity, consumer safety, water emission, air emission, occupational health 
& safety. (8) 
 
4.1.1.7 REI experience 
“Specifically, we’re working to elevate our customer experience by creating a better 
store experience,” CEO Jerry Stritzke told the National Retail Federation, “This includes 
better storytelling through visual merchandising and curating product differently.” 
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REI attracts young and modern people who enjoy outdoor activities. Customers 
that are part of groups, which participate in outdoor activities, are likely to talk about 
their experience in REI. Lot of REI’s promotion comes from the consumers that shop in 
REI.  
The REI’s co-op membership offers wide range of possible advantages to its 
consumers. One can become a member of REI for only 20 dollars fee, and 10 percent of 
all purchases are refunded through store credit. This encourages consumers to keep 
coming back to the store, creating brand loyalty. Members are entitled to sales and other 
deals, which add more value to the consumers. REI is not just a store it is a life style.  
 
4.1.2 Financial Analysis 
Financial analysis is a key tool to understand how a business is doing in comparison 
with competition. The financial analysis will compare numbers from the year 2013 and 
2014. All numbers are in in thousands of USD (Appendix D). 
 
Profitability ratios 
2013 
Gross profit margin: 868,808 / 2,017,476  =   43.1 % 
ROE: (19,031 + 98,456) / 662,891   =   17.7 %  
ROCE: 129,660 / (662,891 + 61,096)   =   17.9 % 
2014 
Gross profit margin: 960,129 / 2,217,131  =   43.3 % 
ROE: (44,118 + 107,162) / 725,929   =   20.8 %  
ROCE: 181,878 / (725,929 + 68,044)   =   22.9 % 
 
The gross profit margin shows mild increase through the 2-year period suggesting 
company’s sales growing faster than COGS. 
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In ROE ratio, I have decided to take into account “Patronage dividends” ĚřŘ,456 and 
107,162). The patronage dividends behave as preferred dividends, but it is not entirely 
true in this case. Since REI is a co-op, the patronage dividends are payed to all of its 
members, therefore to all equity holders. It has to be taken into account so the ROE is not 
distorted.  
The ROE ratio has grown more than 3 percent suggesting the shareholders value has 
gone up and company’s profitability is experiencing growth. It is not only due to the fact 
that REI has increased its sales, but also it increase its efficiency in other areas: 
occupancy, general and administrative expenses. 
The ROCE ratio has grown by 3 percent, which underlines continued trend, where 
REI is growing in sales and effectively using its capital to generate profit.  
 
Efficiency ratios 
2013 
Inventory days: 349,796 / 1,148,668 * 365  =   111 days 
Payable days: 168,707 / 1,148,668 * 365  =  54 days 
Sales to Capital employed: 2,017,476 / 1,325,973 =  1.5 times 
 
2014 
Inventory days: 409,162 / 1,257,002 * 365  =  119 days 
Payable days: 183,627 / 1,257,002 * 365  =  53 days 
Sales to Capital employed: 2,217,131 / 1,432,846 =  1.6 times 
 
Receivable days - I could not to calculate the receivable days ratio since REI does 
not have separated sales on cash and credit sales in consolidated statements. At least I 
have calculated the portion of accounts receivables to REI’s sales giving me percentage 
of sales that need to be to collected in respect to sales. For year 2013 it was (16,678 / 
2,017,476) 0.8 percent and for year 2014 (19,579 / 2,217,476) it was 0.9 percent. Both 
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percentage are below one percent, from these numbers I can deduct that REI is effective 
collecting its accounts receivables. 
The inventory ratio has increased from 111 days to 119 days, which is definitely not 
a good sign, but still it keeps it around 3 times inventory turnover a year. This turnover is 
below industry average which is little bit above 4 times (Appendix E). 
The payables days ratio measures in what time period is a company able to pay its 
liabilities. In this case, it is 53 days, which is better than previous year (54 days). The 
company exceeds the industry standard where 60 days is acceptable time to settle its 
accounts payable. 
 
Liquidity ratios 
2013 
Current ratio: 896,906 / 601,950   =  1.49 times 
Quick ratio: (896,906 – 349,796) / 601,950  =  0.91 times 
2014 
Current ratio: 1,011,134 / 638,873   =  1.52 times 
Quick ratio: (1,011,134 – 409,162) / 638,873  =  0.94 times 
 
The Current ratio has slightly increased from year 2013 to 2014, but it is still bellow 
the industry average, which is 1.79 times. Having this ratio somewhere between 1 to 2 
times is considered healthy, so I do not see it as dramatic difference (Appendix E). 
On the other side, the quick ratio of REI is far beyond the industry average (0.34 
times), which suggest that REI has lot of liquid assets (Cash and cash equivalents). The 
ability to meet REI’s current liabilities is great, but it also brings up a question if REI 
utilizes its cash accounts correctly – meaning if it does not have too much cash just laying 
around, not increasing company’s value. ĚAppendix E). 
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Gearing ratios 
2013 
Debt ratio: 663,046 / 1,325,937    =  50 % 
D/E ratio: 663,046 / 662,891    =  1  
2014 
Debt ratio: 706,917 / 1,432,846    =  49.3 % 
D/E ratio: 706,917 / 725,929    =  0.97  
 
The Debt ratio is around at 50 percent, which is normal for companies with high 
turnovers, especially those in retail business. 
D/E ratio is close to one. For every dollar company has borrowed it has a dollar value 
of equity. This represent that REI is a low risk company for banks to loan money.  
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4.2 External Analysis 
4.2.1 PEST Analysis 
As already mentioned in theoretical part, the PEST analysis focuses on the outer 
environment of a company. This analysis is crucial in finding possible threats and 
opportunities in the market.  
 
Political factors 
The Czech Republic has experienced lot of changes in last 25 years across all spheres, 
social, economical and political. These changes took place in the interest of the society, 
which lived under communist supremacy for over 40 years. In today’s terms, the Czech 
Republic is fully transitioned country with a market economy and does represent high 
risk of political turmoil. 
According to Index of Economic freedom, the Czech republic ranks 24th in the world 
with overall economic freedom score of 72.5. In contrast, the United Sates are ranked 12th 
with overall score of 76.2. The biggest difference between these to countries is in 
corruption where the U.S. has good score of 73 suggesting it is mostly free from 
corruption. On the other side, Czech republic has a score of 48 showing unfree tendencies 
in regards to corruption. The ranking was hurt by the scandal in abuse of power by 
government in 2013. (20) 
Czech Republic, a member of Organization for economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD), does not demonstrate high levels of political risk. Czech’s 
political system is composed of legislative, judicial, and executive branches. (28) 
In order to introduce new outdoor products to Czech Republic, the products must 
comply with the textile regulations of the European Commission. Sanitary and 
phytosanitary requirements, environmental requirements, technological requirements, 
marketing standards, and import restrictions encompass the five main conditions that a 
company needs to comply with to gain access to Czech market, and potentially to the EU 
market (17). The EU market is highly integrated so that once a product is approved, it can 
be distributed and sold across the all 28 member country markets. 
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Economical factors 
Czech Republic belongs to the most developed countries in the world. As already 
mentioned one of the key aspect was acceptance into OECD countries. From the post-
communist countries, the Czech Republic is showing the most stable and prosper 
economy.  
 
- Economic growth: The GDP of Czech Republic is 3 845, 93 billion CZK and 
in second quarter of 2015, it has experienced growth of 4,4 percent, the biggest 
growth in the EU. 
 
- Interest rate: The interest rate of Czech republic is at 0.05 percent which 
follows the EU trend easing monetary conditions. The Czech National Bank 
(CNB) sets the interest rate. 
 
- Exchange rate: In November of 2013, the CNB intervened with Czech crown 
and fixated it to 27 CZK to 1 EUR. Until then it was free-floating currency. 
Even though Czech crown is fixated to EUR, it is still free floats to the USD 
and other currencies, but the Czech crown is now more effected by happenings 
in Eurozone than it was before the intervention. As of today, the exchange rate 
between USD and CZK is around 24 CZK per 1 USD. The main reason for 
intervention, as announced by CNB, was to support Czech export and it is 
planned to last up until 2016. On the other side, this may cause increase in 
inflation rate and increase in price of imports. This step has caused lot of 
commotion in Czech society and across political spectrum. For example, the 
Czech president has announced that he does not agree with that intervention 
and will do anything in is power5 to return it into free float. (10) 
 
                                                 
5
 To put it in perspective – the CNB board of directors is elected by president (election time is 6 years) 
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- Inflation rate – The inflation rate is quite similar to other European countries. 
It is 0.4 percent, which suggest the long-term  
 
Social factors 
There are three important different cultural and ethical aspects which are of interest 
to REI. First, how positively, if all, Czech consumers will respond to the idea of American 
outdoor company. Second, if Czech workers would have any interest in working with and 
American outdoor company. Third, what values EU holds towards the textile industry. 
Starting with the latter, the European Union and Czech Republic have a unique 
approach to textile industry expressed through the Multi-Fiber Arrangement, commonly 
known as MFA. MFA had been in place between the years 1974 to 2004. Although many 
argue MFA distorted world markets and harm manufactures in developing countries by 
imposing quotas, the EU government was clearly not in favour of this argument. The 
purpose of MFA was to protect textile industries in developed countries. Some of these 
protections still prevail in minor dimensions in the EU. In Czech, despite the price 
premium, products that are manufactured with renewable energy are becoming 
increasingly popular. With an annual sales revenues of 20 billion CZK, Czech outdoor 
market is very attractive. (18) 
Additionally, Czech’s culture remains very liberal. This liberalism often has negative 
connotations with anti-socialist Americans. However generally, the cultural liberalism in 
Czech is more about collectivism and the willingness to work for the greater good. This 
collectivism is apparent in Czech in many forms, for example, the willingness to pay 
higher taxes for services like universal healthcare and the personal sacrifices made for 
future environmental health. These are the values and assumptions of the Czech culture 
that are not always visible to outsiders, yet extremely important in social analysis.  
Although there are differences between the Czech and American business cultures, 
overall they pose no immediate threat to REI. Czech and the US have similar basic 
workplace values, especially in regards to masculinity and individualism orientation. On 
the other side, Czech is a high power distance society where the importance of hierarchy 
remains high (19) (Appendix F).  
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There remains a large amount positive movement in Czech regarding Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) and sustainable business practices. It is believed that in 
Czech, CSR as a term will be more closely aligned with Environmentalism. This trend 
supports REI’s core values and mind-set. Furthermore, most Czech, especially those in 
business, speak English very well and as mentioned, the corruption in Czech remains very 
low. These reasons add to the attractiveness of Czech as a starting point for REI in Europe.  
Continually, Czech people hold strong beliefs about the importance of a healthy 
lifestyle and on their impacts on the environment. Czech is known worldwide for its eco-
friendly policies and green approach to growth. Yale University's ranking of 178 
countries according to an environmental performance index (EPI), a weighting of carbon 
and sulphur emissions, water purity and conservation practices, ranks Czech Republic in 
5th place. In last 10 years Czech Republic, has experienced almost 4 percent growth in 
this index, showing positive tendencies in the society. (13)  
 
Technological factors 
The technological factors have affected the outdoor industry significantly. With the 
development of computers and game-consoles, many young people (and also adults) 
spend their leisure time at home playing video games and watching TV, which has also 
impacted the healthiness of a population. According to Ministry of health of Czech 
Republic, the Czech population corresponds with the world trend in decrease of physical 
activity through demographic groups. (25) 
 
4.2.2 European market 
The European outdoor market has been steadily growing over the past two decades. 
Today, the two biggest markets in the world are the U.S. estimated at 138 billion CZK 
(data,2013) and the EU estimated 275,5 billion CZK (data). The EU market has been 
experiencing positive growth at the average rate of 1.4 percent in volume and 1.2 percent 
in value; the estimation is based on market research od 100 brands in European market 
place. (18) Russian affairs have affected this growth significantly; the Russian market is 
experiencing reduction by 20 percent. If Russia is excluded from these figures, the 
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European market grew by 2.3 percent in volume and 2.7 percent in value, which is about 
the rate of inflation.  
 
Picture 6. Market Share by country (in percentage) 
 
http://www.outdoor-show.de/od-wAssets/pdf/en/EOG_Interim-Report_Press-Release.pdf 
 
The largest markets are in Germany, the UK & Ireland, and France each experienced 
growth between 2 to 3 percent. Southern Europe is making good recovery from recession 
growing around 2.5 percent. As usual, Scandinavian market is performing very well, 
growing more than 3 percent. The last but not least the Eastern Europe is growing little 
bit below the 3 percent.  
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Picture 7. Sales by category 
 
Source: http://www.europeanoutdoorgroup.com/news/latest-eog-research-confirms-continued-
outdoor-market-growth-during-2014 
 
Looking more into detail in year 2014, footwear category is the fastest growing 
category in outdoor market with 2.8 percent up in value and 4 percent in volume. On the 
other side apparel, the largest category is almost flat with just 0.1 percent growth in value. 
Both categories, tents and backpacks, grew by 2 percent in value and volume. Climbing 
equipment was up by 2.5 percent representing solid growth for this category. Accessories 
experienced growth 2.8 percent in value and 2.1 percent in volume. Sleeping bags growth 
stopped at 1.8 percent in value and 2.9 percent in volume. As already mentioned above, 
it is important to note that these figures were distorted by events happening in Russia; 
therefore, Russian market is excluded from these figures. 
 
Mark Held, EOG general secretary says, “Even sceptics should now accept that this is 
not a short term trend, but a more fundamental consumer movement, reflecting an 
underlying desire to move and to enjoy nature.”  
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Picture 8. Wholesale growth in the European outdoor market 
 
Source: http://www.outdoor-show.de/od-wAssets/pdf/en/EOG_Interim-Report_Press-Release.pdf 
 
As we can see in the picture, the Czech outdoor market is experiencing positive growth 
5-9 percent a year. Even though it is not experiencing same growth as other countries 
(Denmark, Germany), it is still pretty good growth 
 
4.2.3 Czech Outdoor market  
How does Czech market fit in these numbers? The Czech outdoor market is estimated 
at 20 billion6 CZK, which is only about 1.9 percent of European market (at the current 
rate 27 CZK/1 EUR as of today). (26) Someone can say that 1.9 percent of European 
outdoor market is not big of a number, but I will put it in clearer perspective. Czech 
                                                 
6
 The word billion is used as of in short scale and referrers to 109 (23) 
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population is estimated at 10.5 million in 2015 (CIA). If I take the 20 billion CZK and 
divide it by Czech population, I will get a number of 1,900 CZK / per person / per year 
including children (under 14) and elderly (above 65). In order to get little bit more 
accurate number, I will subtract the children and elderly, which will give me about 67 
percent of Czech population, and I will get 3,000 CZK / per person / per year. Of course, 
not all Czech people engage in outdoor activities; therefore, I will make reasonable 
assumption that the average spending of a person that engages in those activities is 5,000 
CZK a year. (21)  
 
4.2.4 Corporate Social Responsibility 
Under the pressure of various interest groups (non-government organizations, 
consumers, politicians) lot of companies have adopted CSR policy. CSR is usually a 
package of voluntary tools that have a purpose of implementing ecological and social 
aspect into business. The social responsible entrepreneurship includes production chain 
and all of company’s operations which have impact on society, employees, environment 
and economic environment.  
In 2011 the council of United Nations ĚUNě have accepted a directive “Business and 
human rights”, which gives a direction and formulates basic principles and challenges 
with a goal to prevent human rights violation throughout global production chains. This 
directive calls out to all companies to face negative effects for operations in global 
production chains, which was successful.  
 
4.2.4.1 Czech companies and CSR 
As I already mention in social factors, there is a positive trend of CSR in the Czech 
Republic, lot of companies are aware of it, but in the outdoor industry it seems the time 
has stopped. It seems that companies just not care enough to implement these policies in 
their business structures. 
 In 2011 a campaign “Ušili to na nás!” has made a survey questing 13 Czech 
outdoor firms. The history of those firms is similar to REI’s history; outdoor enthusiasts 
who decided to sew its own apparel and gear founded those firms. Apparel and gear, 
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which was not available in the Czech Republic, gave those founders an opportunity to 
gain competitive advantage. Lot of them were successful. In the ř0’s the outdoor business 
have changed and many Czech companies moved its production abroad in order to stay 
competitive. “The difference of production cost in Czech Republic in comparison to India 
or Pakistan, including expense of secondary work, is ten times higher.” Said Josef Novák, 
vice president of textile, clothing, and leather association. Some firms decided to stay in 
the Czech Republic and differentiate this way from its competitors. 
 It is common practice that Czech outdoor companies usually do not own a 
production line, but they buy goods from their vendors. This is one of the arguments why 
Czech outdoor companies do not engage in investigation in labour practices even though 
it is their brand products, which are being made. The results of the survey confirm that 
Czech companies do not even know about the CSR trend. They either do not care or do 
not care enough to create CSR or some kind of ethical codex which would assess labour 
issues connected with production do not see as their problem. (26) 
 
4.2.4.2 REI and CSR 
 On the other side, REI is far beyond its competitors in respect to CSR and to the 
Czech Republic. Since REI has been developing its CSR many years, was able to transfer 
it into its value chain and gain competitive advantage.  
 
Fair Labour Factory Compliance 
Over the years, the REI has developed the Fair Labour (FL) team, which is 
responsible implementing fair labour strategies. FL’s team goal is allow safe, fair, and 
non-discriminatory working conditions to all workers across the REI and supply chains.  
 
Audits and Capacity Building 
REI is very careful when selecting factories for its production. Even then, when a 
factory is selected for production, the factory goes through an assessment, which 
identifies areas for improvement. 
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REI audits a percentage of its supply chain factories each year. In 2014, the supply 
chain of REI consisted of 127 factories and of those 31 were audited, which accounts for 
25 percent of all production sites and 40 percent in production volume.  
 
Product Materials 
As mentioned in previous sections, REI is committed to only use bluedesign® 
technology on by the year of 2018 on all lines of REI product. But REI does not stop 
there. By the beginning year of 2016 the REI private label will be Responsible Down 
Standard (RDS) certified. This standard secures that all product will be produced from 
ethically treated fowl.  
 
Energy 
Over the years, REI has developed a strategy in decreasing costs and increasing 
energy efficiency. The green power commitment shows REI’s determination to preserve 
the environment and have positive impact on the world. REI uses less energy through 
good building design and generating its own power through solar panels and continuing 
with purchasing only renewable energy from the grid. 
 
4.2.5 Czech based brand competitors 
1. HUDY Sport a.s. 
Sales: 800 million CZK 
Goods: clothing, shoes, backpacks, sleeping bags, tents, climbing gear, and others 
Hudy Sport is the biggest distributor of outdoor gear not only in the Czech Republic 
but also in Slovak Republic. The company was founded in 1990. As REI, HUDY offers 
solid range of international outdoor brands. Also, it supports many athletes and projects. 
HUDY’s focus in outdoor stewardship is drawn  to DČčín and Bohemian Switzerland 
National Park.  
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2. ALPINE PRO, a.s. 
Sales: 625 million CZK 
Goods: clothing, thermal underwear, backpacks, shoes, accessories 
Company founded in 1994 and today belongs to the biggest Czech companies in the 
Czech outdoor market. The company’s main target is European market. Since the year 
2009, the company is a partner of Czech Olympic Team.  
The company claims where it has its offices around the globe, its employees audit 
factories which produce its goods. ALPINE PRO is not a member of any organization 
which would support this claim. Also, it does not have publicly accessible ethical codex. 
 
3. Hannah Czech a.s. 
Sales: 600 million CZK 
Goods: clothing, thermal underwear, shoes, backpacks, sleeping bags, accessories 
and others 
The company produces outdoor gear since 1řř1. Firm’s distribution channels are 
focused on Central and Eastern Europe. Hannah is closely connected with Rock Point 
which will be discussed further down. The company belongs to the biggest outdoor 
company’s in the Czech market, and permanently experiences high turnovers. As in 
ALPINE case, Hannah does not have public ethical codex. 
 
4. Husky CZ s.r.o. 
Sales: 256,5 million CZK 
Goods: clothing, thermal underwear, backpacks, tents, sleeping bags, accessories and 
others 
The company was founded in 1997 and today it belongs to the biggest Czech outdoor 
companies. The company is engaging in international tenders, targeting Russia, South 
America, and Asia. All of its products are produced in Asia, and as in ALPINE and 
Hannah case it does not have public ethical codex. 
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5. Bushman 
Sales: 194 million CZK 
Goods: clothing, shoes, bags, backpacks, accessories 
The company was founded in 1997 and focus of the brand is towards man clientele. 
Bushman products are not only sold in Europe, but also in Asia and Africa. As in previous 
three cases, Bushman does have ethical codex either. 
 
6. Rock Point a.s. 
Rock Point was founded in 2005, but before then it has been operating in outdoor 
under different name since 1997. The Rock Point has 20 stores across Czech Republic, 
and all of them are located shopping malls of bigger cities. The structure of the business 
is similar to REI’s structure in terms of selling outdoor brands to its final customers with 
exception that it did not develop its own line of outdoor gear.  
Rock Point seems to be the closest competitor to REI in terms of business structure 
and in terms CSR. Rock Point is part of European outdoor conservation association 
(EOCA). EOCA is unifying any company from outdoor industry which is willing to 
actively participate in saving the environment. Important to note, Rock Point is the first 
member of this association from Czech Republic, even from whole Eastern Europe. In 
addition, Rock Point has developed its own program called GREEN LIFE. Through this 
program Rock Point supports EKO product, projects, and it has also developed ethical 
codex where it addresses the company behaviour toward the environment. 
Limitation to my assumption: Rocks Point’s financial statements are not publicly 
available. 
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4.2.6 Porter’s five forces 
In order to define Porter’s five forces, I have introduced the European outdoor 
market, then the Czech outdoor market, I continued with Czech based competitors, 
concluding with classical five forces model. 
 
Threat of new entrants  
- It is very likely since the market is experiencing sustainable growth. 
- Online entry is possible and already happening - Amazon, AliExpress. Even 
though Amazon nor AliExpress are outdoor companies, their market segmentation 
intervenes in almost every market (clothing, electronics, books, jewellery, etc.). 
Also, they both sell outdoor equipment and gear.  
 
Threat of substitute’s products or services 
- Buyers can choose where to shop and it necessarily means they will come to REI 
for outdoor gear 
- Low costs between switching retailers 
 
Bargaining power of customers 
- Customers have little bargaining power since they shop as individuals 
- The co-op structure gives power to the consumers  
 
Bargaining power of suppliers 
- Wide range of brands to pick from 
- Since REI constitute itself as environment friendly company and dictates its 
suppliers how a product should be made, the suppliers can bargain premium price 
for those kinds of products. 
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Intensity of competitive environment 
- Large number of medium sized companies 
- The competition in the Czech Republic is quite intense since high consumer 
expectations are in place. 
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4.3 SWOT Analysis 
As already mentioned SWOT analysis serves for identification strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Since it is a complex tool, new strategies or 
improvement of current one can be drawn from it. The analysis is deducted from internal 
and external analyses. 
 
Strengths 
- Co-op structure is a unique structure of business  
- Strong CSR policies 
- Stewardship, the true dedication to the environment 
- Success in building recognizable brand image 
 
Weaknesses 
- Complete lack of expertise in international operations 
- Co-op as a structure of business does not exists in the outdoor Czech market.  
 
Opportunities 
- Czech outdoor market  
- Czech companies lack significant knowledge of CSR in the outdoor industry 
– communicating this value to Czech consumer will play crucial part 
- Acquiring Czech brands to REI’s product portfolio 
 
Threats 
- Well established Czech brands with history 
- Coping REI’s unique co-op structure 
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5 PROPOSALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this part I will propose two best fit strategies that REI could pursue in order to 
capture Czech outdoor market. 
 
Growth strategy 
Coming from SWOT analysis, I would recommend REI to use growth strategy which 
suggests using company’s strengths its strengths: the co-op structure of the business, 
strong CSR, REI’s stewardship, and success in building valuable brand image in 
capturing the opportunities offered by the Czech outdoor market. At the same, it is 
possible to use the conflict strategy in respect to competitors, which suggest the abuse of 
the competitors’ weaknesses and the use of innovative solutions. 
 
Innovative strategy 
This strategy is formed in respect to social groups, which underlines REI’s mind-set 
of being ecologically and socially responsible. In Czech there not many companies in the 
outdoor that would be active in CSR. There some exceptions, but usually the companies 
do not even have an ethical codex. This is an opportunity for REI to gain market of eco - 
conscious consumers in addition to attracting consumers willing to pay premium price 
for high quality products. 
 
5.1 Recommendations to the future 
First, I would recommend to REI to conduct profound market research in Czech 
outdoor market before entering the market. 
Second, if REI decides to enter the Czech market, I would also recommend to get 
“EKO výrobek” certification for Czech Republic and for the future expansion into EU 
the EU Ecolabel. This product certification shows that a product while it was produced, 
the technological process which were used and materials usage were environmentally 
friendly.  
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6 CONCLUSION 
Through analyses, I have realized that REI competitive advantage comes from its 
strong brand, which represents high quality and high price of outdoor and sporting 
equipment. REI brand represents environmentally and socially conscious products, which 
differentiates REI from other brands not only in the USA but also in the Czech Republic. 
I have critically analysed the current strategies of REI through internal and external 
analyses. Using the PEST analysis and Porter’s competitive five forces, I have discovered 
there is an opportunity to gain new market share for REI. 
Now, tooanswer my initial question, which I have set to answer on the beginning of 
the thesis: “Does REI has at least one competitive advantage over its competitors in Czech 
Republic? If so, is it sustainable?” 
 Yes, REI has at least one competitive advantage, which is also sustainable. It is the 
co-op structure. The co-op structure holds within itself such a power that it is almost 
impossible to imitate. The co-op drives all of its stakeholders towards a common a goal 
where everyone satisfies its wants and needs. REI is not just a brand. It is lifestyle.  
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9 APPENDICES 
9.1 Appendix A – members and dividends 
Active members (number of active members) 
 
Source: http://www.rei.com/content/dam/images/Public%20Affairs/2015/Stewardship%20Report%20Page%202014.pdf 
Member Dividends (in thousands) 
 
Source: http://www.rei.com/content/dam/images/Public%20Affairs/2015/Stewardship%20Report%20Page%202014.pdf 
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9.2 Appendix A – REI’s website 
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9.3 Appendix B – Sustainable Operations 
 
 
Source: http://blog.rei.com/uncategorized/infographic-300-nonprofits-awarded-grants-for-outdoor-restoration-and-preservation 
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Carbon Footprint (Tons CO2) 
 
Source: http://www.rei.com/stewardship/report/2013/sustainable-operations/greenhouse-gas-emissions.html 
 
 
 
REI’s 2013 Operational Greenhouse Gas Emissions (44, 057 tons) 
 
Source: http://www.rei.com/stewardship/report/2013/sustainable-operations/greenhouse-gas-emissions.html 
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Paper Usage (tons) 
 
Source: http://www.rei.com/stewardship/report/2013/sustainable-operations/paper-usage.html 
 
 
 
2013 Estimated Paper Usage (by handling) 
 
Source: http://www.rei.com/stewardship/report/2013/sustainable-operations/paper-usage.html 
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Waste Stream (Tons to Landfill) 
 
Source: http://www.rei.com/stewardship/report/2013/sustainable-operations/waste.html 
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9.4 Appendix C – Consolidated Financial Statements 
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9.5 Appendix D – Industry ratios 
  
Industry Financial Ratios 
 
Source: http://www.bizstats.com/corporation-industry-financials/retail-trade-44/sporting-goods-hobby-book-
music-stores-451/show?asset_class_id=10&submit=Apply 
 
Industry Income – Expense Statements 
 
Source: http://www.bizstats.com/corporation-industry-financials/retail-trade-44/sporting-goods-hobby-book-
music-stores-451/show?asset_class_id=10&submit=Apply 
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Industry Balance Sheet Benchmarks 
 
Source: http://www.bizstats.com/corporation-industry-financials/retail-trade-44/sporting-goods-hobby-book-
music-stores-451/show?asset_class_id=10&submit=Apply 
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9.6 Appendix E – Hofstede model 
 
Source: http://geert-hofstede.com/czech-republic.html 
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9.7 Appendix F – Renewable Energy Use 
 
Top 8 retail companies in the U.S. using green power source 
 
Source: http://www.epa.gov/greenpower/toplists/top30retail.htm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
